Put these sentences in the right
order AND identify which word is not needed.
1. garage pick petrol red he to the went up car his to
______________________________________
2. strong bought rack for he a combination his bike for lock
_____________________________________
3. to her raining went cat mother pick the up
_______________________________
4. chasing the why were faster police the car
_____________________________
5. close market shops dangerously stalls were the positioned road the to
____________________________________________________
6. rise rain lightning dam’s the making level was water the
____________________________________________
7. she cow the water get struggled the out to of
____________________________________
8. fork knife up carrot picked the with he his
________________________________
9. ambulance cut blood hand his called the he badly so that he
_____________________________________________
10. crisis gherkin a not chips finding burger your in a is
______________________________________
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Shuffled Sentences 7
ANSWERS
1. He went to the garage to pick up his red car.
Odd word - petrol
2. He bought a strong combination lock for his bike.
Odd word – rack
3. Her mother went to pick up the cat.
Odd word – raining
4. Why were the police chasing the car?
Odd word – faster
5. The market stalls were positioned dangerously close to the road.
Odd word – shops
6. The rain was making the dam’s water level rise.
Odd word – lightning
7. The cow struggled to get out of the water.
Odd word – she
8. He picked up the carrot with his fork.
Odd word – knife
9. He cut his hand so badly that he called the ambulance.
Odd word – blood
10. Finding a gherkin in your burger is not a crisis.
Odd word – chips
Remember that you must work actively if you get stuck. Do not just stare at the page.
Start to separate words by type (subject,object,verb) or start linking words
( adjectives and nouns, adverbs and verbs) and the correct answer should emerge. In
some cases two answers may be possible but only one will be logical ( see q8- knife
technically could be substituted with fork but fork is the logical answer.)
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